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following specific comments be addressed upon revision.
1) The particles were injected to an arbitrarily chosen 10-m deep box. How sensitive is
the reduction to this assumption? It would be nice to also plot the size/volume evolution
of the plume on Fig.2
2) It is not so clear to me how realistically the injection was done to the LES domain and
in the plume. In the LES model, particles were introduced to the occupied grid boxes
continuously (between model time steps) at a rate equivalent to the 30 kg/s mass flux.
The crosswind was assumed to be 6m/s. Have you considered the moving speed of
the ship? With the max domain dimension of 120 m, the source would move out of
the model domain in a few seconds. Were the particles introduced to the plume model
continuously too?
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3) One technical concern is about running the WRF/Chem model as such a high spatial
and temporal resolution. Is this justifiable? How was the turbulence developed in
seconds? It would more convincible to show the key dynamical features produced in
the simulation that described in the text (on page 18686, the first paragraph).
4) The calculations were based on dry particle sizes, but sea spray particles are water
droplets (large sizes and different coagulation efficient) upon injection. The sizes will
decrease as evaporation occurs, which will also induce cooling and change to the kinematics of flow. Without considering these effects in the calculations, the conclusions
of the paper become less relevant to the sea-spray injections. It should be made very
clear in the paper.
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1) P18685, line16: it doesn’t make much sense to call it “longitudinal boundary” for
such a small model domain.
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2) p18686: the Mahesh (2013) reference is missing.
3) P18690, line5: no need to spell out LES again here
C6623
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4) P18694, equation (6): needs improvement. This is for number flux Fn, not F? The “1
m/s” inside the expression is rather confusing. The equation can be much simplified,
for example, by using “min(7, u)” for wind speed.
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5) P18695, line15: misspelled “CDNC”
6) P18695, line16: using “non-zero” is better than “positive” here
Interactive comment on Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., 13, 18679, 2013.
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